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(Spirit helper speaking: ) Open up your eyes of the spirit. And how do you do that? Like any gift from 

someone special to you, you unveil, you unwrap, and see what’s inside. So are you to unwrap and 

see the gift of God given to you—your “spiritual eyes” the guys of Heaven, the eyes of Heaven, the 

team that surrounds you? Get to know them, ask for visions that will give you a better idea of what 

they are like and what they can do.  

When they are helping you as closely as they can, then you’ll get better glimpses into the world that 

is both to come, and that now surrounds you. Open your eyes—means unveil the prize—reveal the 

guys or angelic hosts that wish to aide you.  

What do you want to know about the team of helpers in the spirit ready to assist you? If Jesus says, 

“get to know them” and to “ask for their help”, Jesus will honour, in some way, your asking 

interesting questions. Or even asking for a dream that helps you see things more clearly and helps 

you teamwork much better with them. 

Clay vessel, Jesus wants you. If He wanted a powerful angelic being, He would have made you that, 

right now. But no, He wants a clay vessel, whose mind sometimes feels like mud. But He can’t get by 

without a vessel to pour out of. That’s why you go through tests and times of trying, you are getting 

baked to make you a strong vessel that can hold a lot of Heavenly water, and won’t get all floppy 

and collapse when the pressure comes on, when the tap gets turned on. Jesus needs who you are, 

and needs you to go through what you are going through. Be patient.  

Jesus hands these clay vessels to His angels and tells them what job they are to do with them. They 

need you, just as much if not more, than you think you need them. They can’t do the job Jesus gave 

them to do without your participation. They hold you tenderly and firmly in their hands, and get 

doing what they were created to do.  

So what do you wish to know about your conductors and angelic bearers? Ask, that ye may receive. 

 

 


